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Annie: Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers the honest
conversations about food, fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie
Brees along with Jennifer Campbell and Lauren Koski. We are personal trainers,
nutritionists and founders of Balance365. Together we coach thousands of
women each day and are on a mission to help them feel healthy, happy, and
confident in their bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we
discuss hot topics pertaining to our physical, mental, and emotional wellbeing
with amazing guests. Enjoy.

Hey, hey, thanks for listening to another episode of Balance365 Life Radio.
Today's episode is all about how to simplify your fitness routine. So often we see
women with the best of intentions overthinking exercise, and it ultimately
prohibits them from taking consistent action or any action altogether. If that's you,
this episode is a must listen. Lauren and I give you five ways to pare down your
approach to fitness so you can get in some exercise and get on with your day. By
the way, on this episode, Lauren and I talk a lot about our workouts we share on
Instagram every Wednesday. If you're not already, be sure to follow us on
Balance365Life on Instagram so you can snag a new free workout every
Wednesday. Enjoy.

Lauren, welcome to the show. How are you?

Lauren: I am good. How are you?

Annie: Good. What are you up to today?

Lauren:Just getting back into, like, work week because last week I think your kids
were all out of school and my kids were all out of school and I was so happy to
drop them off this morning. I feel like real life again.

Annie:Agreed. The snow days. They are a fun surprise once in a while to like,
"Hey, let's, like, go do some snow stuff" or-

Lauren: Yeah.



Annie: Like just chill in our PJ's all day. But I was ready to get back to the routine.

Lauren: Yeah, we were off for a week and a half, so it was like almost another,
like, Christmas break. It was like, "Ah!"

Annie: Yes. Which ,when you're not planning for it and you're still trying to get all
your work things done, it's like, it can be a little bit stressful.

Lauren:  Yeah.

Annie: Yeah. So what did you do last night, by the way? You posted on Instagram
a fancy photo.

Lauren: Oh, we went to go see the Phantom of the Opera.

Annie: That's fun.

Lauren: In Detroit. Yeah, it was fun. It was the first time I'd ever seen it live.

Annie: So you skipped the Super Bowl.

Lauren: Yeah. Well when we bought the tickets we didn't know what was the
Super Bowl. So it wasn't, like, an on purpose thing, but we still went cause we
spent a lot of money on the tickets.

Annie: Is James a football fan? Was he?

Lauren: Not really, I mean he'll watch it but he's not like a big fan. So-

Annie: I didn't even realize until the third quarter that the Rams are now in LA, not
St. Louis.

Lauren: Oh, I don't even know who the Rams are.

Annie: Well, they used to be the Saint Louis Rams and then it was like the LA
Rams and I'm like, "I thought the Rams were in Saint Louis."

Lauren:So you can just move?

Annie: I guess. I dunno, I'm not into pro football.



Lauren: I'm in Detroit and the Detroit Lions aren't so great anymore. I guess they
used to be. But they haven't been in a long time. So, yeah.

Annie: Well, I'm in Des Moines and we don't have a pro football team. So college
football is much, much more popular here.

Lauren: Yeah, we have good college football too.

Annie: So you and I are talking about fitness today, simplifying your fitness
routine. And this topic kind of came to us because I think the three of us were
discussing essentially how women overthink it. Everything-

Lauren: Everything.

Annie: Like nutrition and fitness. But we're going to start tackling fitness. But
women overthink it and it's like they get so caught up in these small rocks and
the small details that they almost become paralyzed and they, like, just don't do
anything at all. And it's part mindset and part just like basic information on how
exercise can look and can work in your life. Because I know, I mean, it's easy for
me to say as a personal trainer, I find myself in the gym just naturally with clients
or coaching class or whatever. But I realize that not everyone has a love for
fitness or a passion for fitness like I do, which is why it's great to have you on the
podcast, not to throw you under the bus, but you owned that, like, fitness is not
like something that you just love to do.

Lauren: It's the first thing that goes for me when I get in a busy season or
stressed out and I'm sorry about my voice, I'm just getting over a cold. But yeah,
it's the first thing that like gets chopped off for me.

Annie: Yeah. Which I think is really common for a lot of people. Like it feels like,
kind of almost like a luxury to some people, that if they have the time they'll do it.
But oftentimes it's kind of a catch 22. Like you aren't going to have the time
unless you make the time and-

Lauren: Right. And like, I'll get in the habit and it'll be good. But it takes the
longest for me, it seems like to get into that habit and then it's the first one that's
the easiest that drops off. So I'm just kind of constantly going back and forth. In
and out, which at this point with, you know, two little kids, I'm okay with that.

Annie: It's good enough.



Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: Yeah. So today we just want to give you five ways to simplify your fitness
routine and some of its mindset related, some of it's actual practical advice. But I
want to preface this by saying that all movement counts, and this can be a really
huge mindset shift for a lot of people in our communities. We've seen this. It's,
what we hear commonly is, "Walking doesn't count," or "I didn't break a sweat so
it's not enough or it wasn't, I didn't, I wasn't sore the next day, so it must not have
been effective." And so often people think that they have to be drenched and
exhausted and sweaty and on the verge of throwing up for a workout to be
effective or for, to exercise to get any benefit out of exercise. And that's just not
true. Right?

Lauren: Right? Yeah. And I'll also add too, like if you're in a really stressful
season of your life, like if you're newly postpartum or just, you're in a really
stressful period, something like walking is actually going to be, can be more
beneficial than stressing your body out more with an intense workout. Right?

Annie: Absolutely. Yeah, they're smart, smart choices. And smart choices don't
always feel the most physically taxing, you know, but they're still good choices.
Okay, so let's, let's dive into it. The first suggestion to help simplify your fitness
routine is simply to level up. And what we mean by that is you don't have to go
from zero to 60 overnight. If you're not currently moving at all, even just five
minutes is a step in the right direction. But what we see so often as people are
like, "Okay, I'm going to, I'm going to start exercising and I'm going to do this
thing" and Sunday night they like write up, this used to be me, so I'm speaking
from my own personal experience. I'd write out like all these workouts, I'd write
out seven days of workouts and it would have this like cardio element, strength
element.

And then I do a little stretching and I mean honestly I'd probably pair this with all
of my food changes too and I'd have this little journal and look really, really great
on paper and I might be able to do it for a couple days. But then it's like, "Oh my
gosh, like, this is just too much. I can't stick with it." Or I was really motivated at
the start of the week on Monday, but now it's Thursday and I don't want to get up
early anymore and I'm tired and my body's sore and I can't sustain it. So I would
just quit. And that's, we see that kind of pendulum shift. Like they pull this, you
know, if you can imagine one of those pendulums, you pull that ball back all the
way to one side and that's you doing nothing. And then people ramp it up and



they let it go and they do all the things and then they just swing from nothing to
all of it, nothing to all of it.

And so if you're at a stage where you're not doing anything, doing a little
something is a benefit. If you find yourself maybe a little bit more moderate
exercise and you want to get some more benefit than you can level up, you can
increase the intensity or the duration or try a new activity. But the idea isn't that
you have to jump from, like make big leaps. You can just make small steps to
level up your fitness routine as you see fit.

Lauren: For sure. One of my favorite places for people to start that I like to
suggest is if you're someone who's doing nothing right now, I like to suggest
starting with something that takes no extra time, right? So, like, Simply parking in
the furthest parking spot when you're going shopping or when you're at work and
taking the stairs instead of the elevator and just adding those little extra
movements throughout your day, they can make a big difference if you do them
every time.

Annie: Absolutely. This is, what you're describing is, I know you know this, just for
our listeners that may not be familiar with this term, it's called NEAT. It's a
non-exercise activity thermogenesis. And this is something we actually cover
inside our Balance365 program because, and we can put this infographic in our
show notes for you, but it's a little bit harder to describe visually over an audio
podcast. But essentially if you saw the, how NEAT contributes to energy
expenditure or calories burned it, it accounts for more than an actual workout
more often than not.

So in other words, all the daily movement that you do throughout the day, the
chores, the chasing after kids, the picking up kids, hauling groceries, running up
and down stairs, mopping the floors, doing the dishes, all of that that you do,
actually all that movement that you do actually accounts for more energy
expenditure than an hour in the gym more often than not. And, but so often
people are like, "Ugh, you want me to walk around the playground while my kids
are playing or swinging?" It's like, "That's not, like, that's not worth it." And
actually it really is. It all adds up. Okay.

Number two, this is one of my favorite ways to simplify your fitness routine and
it's to repeat the same workout over and over again and changing up your
workout every week or every day can require a crap ton of mental energy,



especially if you're the one that's like dictating how you should change it up,
which is what I was describing just a little bit ago.

You know, every Sunday night I would scour Shape magazine and a Muscle and
Fitness Her and Health magazine and like piece together these workouts and I'd
be like, "Okay, I'm going to, I'm gonna do this workout and then I'm going to do
this yoga workout and then I'm going to do this Youtube workout and then I'm
going to write my own strength leg workout or whatever."And I would have
something different every single day. And that can require just a lot of effort. And
additionally, I know a lot of people have heard the idea of muscle confusion,
right? Have you heard that?

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: You've heard of it? Yeah. It's been kind of used as a marketing tactic, as a
"pro" to, like, workouts that do constantly vary their workouts. Right? And I don't
need to name any names, but I think you can think of what talking about and you
might have heard comments like you need to keep your muscles guessing or you
need to keep your muscles confused. And that doing so increases the gains,
right? Like you'll get stronger, you'll get fitter, you'll get leaner faster if you keep
your muscles guessing. But it's pretty much garbage. And in fact, in my personal
and professional experience, the reason people don't get the gains thereafter is
because they don't stick with anything long enough to actually get them.

And science backs this debunking of the muscle confusion philosophy too
because our bodies, specifically our muscles, respond to a philosophy or
principle called progressive overload, which means that you train a specific
muscle group or a movement pattern, progressively adding intensity or duration
over a long period of time and so hard days are followed by easier days or longer
periods of intensity or followed by longer periods of rest and recovery. But either
way, to get better at something, repetition and consistency are key.

So you don't have to expend a bunch of mental energy or even physical energy
thinking, "I'm going to use kettlebells and then I'm going to do cardio and then I'm
going to do strength and then I'm going to do some mobility and then I'm going to
do all these things."

If you really just want to get stronger, if you want to increase your ability to run,
you just need to run, you know, like, run a little bit faster, run a little bit longer, you



can vary it that way. Now on the flip side, I know some people are listening to this
and they are going to say that repeating the same workout over and over again is
boring.

Lauren: I would say that.

Annie: Yeah, which I totally understand too. And honestly that's one of the
reasons I really enjoy Crossfit is because it has a lot of variation to it. They use a
lot of different pieces of equipment. They train a lot of different movements. They
vary the sets and the reps schemes. And I think it's really important that you find
that sweet spot between consistency and boredom. So if you find yourself getting
bored and then you're just not doing any workout at all, like, it's okay to switch it
up. I'm not saying don't switch it up, I'm just saying it's not necessary to switch it
up.

Lauren: Right. Like if that's something that's keeping you from doing something
because you think you have to find something new to do all the time.

Annie: I mean, for me, for example, I trained powerlifting for almost five years. I
squat, benched and deadlifted every week for almost five years. And yeah, that
was boring. There were some workouts where I was like "Ugh, snooze fest, five
sets of eight again or three sets of five again." But guess what?

I got really good at squat, benching and deadlifting and, again, this is a, you don't
have to, if you want to vary your workout, if that's something you like to do
because it's fun for you and you can do it, great. But if you're feeling stuck in the
overwhelm of, "Oh my gosh, I have to think of something every day new to do"
and that's keeping you from doing any exercise at all, I'm giving you permission
to just cut it out. Like, it's not necessary.

Lauren: So something really important for me, which is, I think, what you're just
talking about is, like, decreasing the mental load of my workout. So for me, it's,
like, going to a class where I literally just have to show up and like, I don't have to
think, I just go there and show up.

Or another thing I've been doing since I haven't been going to classes recently is,
just shameless plug for the Wednesday Balance365 workouts that we post on
Instagram is I've just been doing those and we have enough now where I can do
them, you know, Monday, Wednesday, Friday or whatever, and just cycle through



them. And I, again, don't have to think about it. I just open the app, look at the
picture and do it.

Annie: Right. And I think if you pay attention to those workouts, you'll see that
they almost always have some of the basic elements in there. They'll have a
squat, a hinge, a core, a pulling variation. Like there's still some basic elements
of a well rounded fitness program. Is it going to help you deadlift 315 pounds?
No, but that goes back to our first suggestion to level up. If that's a goal of yours,
then, then you're probably, you know, at a different space than a Wednesday
workout. That can be a great supplement. But the Wednesday workouts are great
for people that are like, "I don't know what to do. I just need someone to tell me
what to do." And again, that goes back to why like Crossfit, because I train
people a lot and I think up their programs really well.

Annie: If I left up to my own devices to write my own program, I would be doing
the things that I like all the time and not the stuff that I don't like and probably
should be doing and need to get better at. And, I don't want to think, like, I'm just,
like, "Just tell me what to do and I'll just do it." And so I can just focus on doing
the workout, get in, get out and be done.

Lauren: Yup.

Annie: Okay. Number three, focus on large muscle groups can help you to
simplify your fitness routine. And by large muscle groups, I mean compound
movements. And what I mean by compound movements is movements that are
using utilizing more than one joint at a time. So a lot of times I'll see kind of these,
what I call bodybuilding exercises, where they're focusing on just one muscle
group, which is great if you're a bodybuilder, but they'll do, you know, three
exercises for a bicep or three exercises to work your quads or four exercises to
hit your hamstrings from all these different angles.

And again, that's great if you're interested in bodybuilding and isolation
movements. But if you're short on time and you're looking for the most bang for
your buck, you can either do a lot of exercises working one muscle group, or you
can do a fewer exercises that recruit more muscle groups, more joints, like
squats, deadlifts, pull ups. So again, that's why when you see going back to
those Wednesday workouts, when you see those workouts, they're almost
always compound movements, right? They're thrusts, it's a squat with an



overhead press. It's a burpee. It's a RDL. It's a deadlift variation. It's a Kettlebell
swing-

Lauren: Walking lunges.

Annie: Walking lunges, which is everyone's favorite, right? Everyone's like, "I
hate walking lunges, that and burpees."

Lauren: I'll take walking lunges over burpees any day.

Annie:Maybe we should do both.

Lauren: I'll take anything over burpees any day. And supermans or
superwomans. I do not like those.

Annie: Is that a shoulder thing?

Lauren: I don't know.

Annie: Oh, I like superwomans. See the reason why superwoman's, just a side
note is, in a lot of, excuse me, a lot of our workouts is because I like to have
bodyweight workouts for people that don't have access to equipment for
whatever reason, but to do pulling exercises to work your posterior chain, to have
like a rowing, pulling exercise with no weight, that's difficult to do.

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: Like a lot of times you need weight and superwomen, which, if you're not
familiar with that exercise where you lay down on your belly and you lift your
arms and your legs, like you're flying like a superwoman, at the same time to
work your backside of your body, it can be really beneficial. But-

Lauren: I still do it, I just-

Annie: You don't like those?

Lauren: It's not my favorite.

Annie: Oh, interesting.

Lauren: Side note.



Annie: So maybe the next Wednesday workout should be all of Lauren's least
favorite exercises-

Lauren: Yeah, burpees, superwomans, what else? I hate inchworms.

Annie: Lunges. Oh, those are fun. And kids like them too. Like does Elliot ever
workout with you?

Lauren: Sometimes she does. She usually just takes my stuff and then goes and
plays with it. Over the, I want to say winter break, the snow thing, school closing.
I don't know why I can't think of a name for it. We actually started doing Cosmic
Kids Yoga and she really likes that.

Annie: Oh, that's fun.

Lauren: Yeah. It's cute.

Annie: I don't know if my kids would be into that or not. We should link that in the
show notes. That's a cute, a fun way to get moving with your kiddos. Okay, we
digress. Anyways, moving on. So focus on large muscle groups, compound
movements. If you need ideas the Wednesday Workouts are a great idea. We
also have a YouTube channel. If you're just looking for workouts. Balance365 on
YouTube where we have a fair amount of free workout videos, which we take you
through, start to finish.

They're mostly under 20 minutes. I narrate all of them to give you cues and tips
so you can follow along. You can press pause, you can write down the workouts
and take them into your garage or your gym and do on your own. If you don't
want to follow along with the video. But they're pretty good workouts.

Lauren: Yeah, they are really good. I enjoy them.

Annie: I mean, I wrote them, so you better agree. Anyways, okay, tip number four
to help simplify your fitness routine is to get rid of the gear. You don't need a
bunch of fancy equipment. That can be fun and it can make it really exciting and
exhilarating, but body workouts are great.

Bodyweight workouts are great, excuse me. They can be super effective, super
efficient and minimal equipment works well too. I personally can get a heck of a
great workout with just one kettlebell. So don't let this idea of "I need all the



resistance bands, I need multiple sets of dumbbells. I need sizes of kettlebells. I
need a barbell, I need a ball, I need a mat, I need a timer.

You don't need all of that stuff to get in a really, really great workout. And in fact, I
just did a bodyweight workout on Monday and I was sore. Now I say sore. That's
not an effective way of deciding if your workout was great or not, but you can, my
point is you can make body workouts challenging or not if you want. And again,
I've been lifting for years and years and years and I still do bodyweight workouts,
a fair amount or body weight movements, a fair amount.

So, I think, I wonder a lot of times if people kind of poopoo bodyweight workouts
or workouts with minimal equipment or workouts that don't have a ton of gear or
equipment or cardio because they think, "Oh, that's not very hard or that can't be
very hard if I'm not using a ton of weight." And I would challenge you to try it
because they can be pretty difficult.

And even, I'm just throwing this in there, cause I notice a lot of our
Balance365ers do this, that even your pj's can double as workout clothes. And
again, this is one of the barriers that I see women kind of get hooked up on is
"What do I wear?" Or they're trying to wake up early and do a workout and
they're like, "Ugh, I have to get dressed, find my clothes, find my sports bra, the
right tennis shoes, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. It's just too much." And so we've
seen a fair amount of women in our community just work out in their pajamas.

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: Bra, no bra up to you. Whatever you're comfortable in. But especially if
you're, like, working out at home, like, who cares? Right? Like workout in what's
ever comfortable with you. Your gym might have some guidelines. I know at the
first gym I worked at you had to wear a shirt and that sort of stuff, but get up and
work out in your pj's or do a workout in your pj's right before bed. Like don't let
that be a barrier to working out. Don't, you don't have to overthink like, "Oh, I
don't have on the right clothes." And again, we've even seen women walk on the
treadmill or take a walk in their work clothes over their lunch hour or in jeans, you
know, that works and it counts and it's good enough.

Lauren: Yeah, I wear, leggings most pretty much every day. So I just, I literally do
home workouts just in my clothes.



Annie: Yeah.

Lauren: Like, you know, it's 15, 20 minutes and I'm done. I don't have to change
my whole outfit and change it back.

Annie: Yeah, half the time I don't even throw my hair up in a ponytail anymore.
I'm like, I'm that girl. I'm that girl, I cringe to say this, but I used to kind of poke fun
at girls that worked out with their hair down. I'm like, "How do they do that? Like
how, like how, like aren't they hot? Aren't they sweaty? Isn't in their face?" And
now I'm that girl.

I'm like, "You know what? I have five minutes. I'm going to do a couple of
movements as, until I run out of time and that's going to be good enough." I don't
even put my hair in a ponytail, like, just go. Just move. Again. It all counts. It all
adds up.

Lauren: Yup.

Annie: Okay. And our last suggestion is kind of what we've been talking about all
along is to help you simplify your fitness routine, and this is definitely a big
mindset shift. It's become one of our biggest mantras in our community is "All or
something." And the all or something approach to fitness is life changing in my
opinion.

Because again, I think I've already said this, but women and men, but we work
with women, women poopoo workouts because they aren't hard enough. They
aren't long enough. They don't use enough weight. It doesn't hit all the elements
of cardio strength and mobility. And as a result ,we say that's not good enough.
So we just don't do anything at all. "It's not a perfect workout, so I'm not going to
do it." And how many times have you let not being able to do the perfect workout
keep you from doing anything at all? Right?

Lauren: A lot of times.

Annie: A lot.

Lauren: Yes. Before the last few years. All the time.

Annie: Yes.



Lauren: If I look at my workouts from, especially the last year since I've had
Benny, none of them are crazy intense or super long or perfect or the most
effective that they could possibly be, but I'm doing something.

Annie: Yes. And that's really all it boils down to. Like, you know, we've said this
before in other podcasts, but people get so stuck in living in that all or nothing,
they're either on the wagon or off the wagon. They're right, wrong. They're good,
bad, black, white, that they forget that there's a whole host of options in between
there. There's this big gray continuum in the middle of those two extremes.

So as for fitness, it's like you're either not doing any exercise at all on a given day
or given week or a month, or you're doing all the things. Like those are not your
only two options. You can take a 10 minute walk or do three sets of glute bridges.
I mean, I even wrote a workout for Workout Wednesday, we can reshare it,
where I said, you don't even have to get up off the floor for this one.

Lauren: I did that one.

Annie: I know, I've been there where you're like, you're playing on the ground
with your kids or you're laying on the floor or whatever and you just cannot be
bothered.

Lauren: There were superwomans in there.

Annie: Glute bridges, clamshells, pushups. We can do all the workouts from the
floor, but I imagined people just like slithering off their couch, like sliding to the
floor. But again, is it, is it perfect? Is it the most intense workout of your life? Is it
going to leave you so exhausted or you can be drenched in sweat? Are you
going to be extremely sore? Probably not, but it counts. It counts.

Lauren: And you know what? The benefits of exercise come when you do them
consistently, right? So if you're like "Go hard or go home", well, you go hard for a
week and then you go home for the next four months, right? Like that's, that's not
really doing anything for you. If you were to take a walk every day for four
months, then that would be, you'd be in a much better place.

Annie: Right, or say you, I mean even just by the math or by the minutes, you
say, "I'm going to do, you go really hard and you do 10 workouts over the course
of four weeks," you know, five days a week for two weeks, that's 10 workouts.



Or you say "I'm going to do three workouts a week because that's more
sustainable for me, that's more enjoyable. I can actually fit that into my life." In
the longterm over the course of six months, like we're looking at a lot more
workouts and I'm guessing at the end of six months you're going to be a lot
stronger.

And in fact, before we started recording this, Jen had some audio problems so
she couldn't join us today, but she was saying that she's currently getting, getting
really strong and she's the strongest she's been in a really long time and Jen's
owned that she's had periods of exercising kind of ebb and flowing, but she's
been working at it for eight weeks and she joked about how like that's, you know,
"I've been working at this for eight weeks now. Like, I should see all the gains,
like how it's kind of a short period of time."

I think a lot of people in mainstream fitness think eight weeks is a really long
time. And in the grand scheme of things over the course of the year, eight weeks
is pretty minimal. So you have to be able to think, like, what can I do for the long
term? And over the course of eight weeks, 10 minute walks, that adds up a lot
over the course of eight months. Like so don't poo poo exercises just because
you can't get it all in.

And one of the things that I stole from James Clear, we also have in our
Balance365 program is to have kind of a backup plan. And one of my favorite "all
or something tools is the if/then statement. Do you remember this? We've talked
about this, right?

Lauren: Yup, Yup.

Annie: That, so what that looks like to me is, "Okay, if I can't get in my workout
over lunch, then I will take a 10 minute walk before go home." Or "If I can't get in
a full workout this morning, then I will do 30 minutes of it," you know? But like
again, you have to, it's just a backup plan. It's to help you think of like, "Okay, I
can't do this, but what can I do?" Not, "Well, I can't do this. I can't do anything."
It's like, what's the something here?

And you know, that's a really good example, Annie. A lot of times, you know,
they'll be running late. This happens to me a lot. I drop my kids off at school and
if we don't get out the door on the right time, then I'm going to be five minutes
late for my class at the gym. And there's so many times where I'm like, "Oh, I'm



late. I'm just, I don't, I shouldn't, I shouldn't even go." I'm like, "You know what? I
can show up five, 10 minutes late and still get in a great workout. It's shorter, you
know, I might have to play catch up a little bit, do my warm up, and then jump in.
Or I might have to stay a little bit later, but I can still do something instead of just
saying, oh, I missed it so I can't do anything."

Lauren: Right. And I think having that if/then statement planned out in advance is
also really helpful. So because for me, I know that when things aren't going my
way, like when I'm rushed and flustered, that's not the time for me to be like,
"Okay, well what can I do?" Like, I'm more likely in that moment to say "Screw it,"
but if I have this planned out and I'm like, "No, if I can't do this, then I will at least
do this." Then I'm like, you know, it makes me feel that much better about doing it
in the moment.

Annie: Yeah. And let's be honest, like, if you're listening to this, you're probably a
busy woman. You either, you know, whether you work or not or how many kids
you have, like we're all really, you know, our schedules are packed as much as,
as we'd like to admit that they've, like, we have time, like we have time to
exercise but if kids get sick, school gets canceled, things come up, if you're like
me, forget about projects that you're supposed to have done for Lauren and
you're like, "Oh crap, I have to do this now." And like you said at the beginning of
the show, Lauren, exercise is one of the first things that gets chopped off the list
for a lot of people-

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie:But maybe instead of chopping it all off, can you just chop off some of it?
You know, like, can you do the something?

Lauren: Right.

Annie: Yes. Okay. Let's do a quick recap. Ways to simplify your fitness. The first
one was to level up. You don't have to go from zero to 60 overnight. You can just
take small steps and just keep leveling up and up and up and up and up until
you're at a fitness level that you're comfortable with. Step two, you can repeat the
same workout.

We debunked the idea of muscle confusion, that you don't need to keep your
muscles guessing. And in fact, the opposite can be true, that consistency and



repetition are needed to get #gains. Step three, focus on large muscle groups,
especially if you're short on time. You can do a bunch of isolation exercises,
which is great if that's the style of exercise you like or if you're into bodybuilding.
It's not necessary though, which is why you see us using a lot of movements like
squats, deadlifts, pullups, pushups.

You can also get rid of the gear if that's keeping you from doing any exercise at
all. You don't need a ton of equipment, your PJ's can double as workout clothes.
You can use just one piece of equipment or body weight workouts, it all counts
and number five, "all or something" your workouts, which means if you can't do it
all perfectly, then you can do something, right?

Lauren: Sounds good.

Annie: Yeah.

Lauren: Sounds like a plan.

Annie:  Yes. Like who doesn't want to go exercise, right? Like, let's go!

Lauren: Says the person I know-

Annie: I actually didn't exercise this morning. I took the day off and I am totally
fine with that because rest and recovery is needed. So, I am walking the walk,
right? Talking the talk. Walking the walk.

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: Okay. Well, thanks, Lauren. And hey, if our listeners want to continue the
discussion or if they need more information on a ways to simplify their fitness,
they can join our free Facebook group Healthy Habits Happy Moms on
Facebook, 40,000 women worldwide. A lot of them are already working on their
exercise habit or working movement into their day through their NEAT and we
would love to have you in there if you aren't there, right?

Lauren: Yeah.

Annie: Okay, good chat, Lauren will talk to you later.

Lauren: Alright. Bye.



Annie: Bye.


